
From: Ashley Medeiros  
Sent: Sunday, January 1, 2023 10:26 PM 
To: Brown, Patrick - Mayor <Patrick.Brown@brampton.ca> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL]Fwd: Requesting speed bumps  
 
  
Happy New Years Patrick Brown and family  
  
Please see the email sent to roads@brampton.ca 
Our neighbourhood has become out of control with speeding vehicles and the community has hopes 
that city of Brampton can help. 
  
Thank you, 
 
Ashley Medeiros  
  
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ashley Medeiros  
Date: January 1, 2023 at 1:24:09 PM EST 
To: roads@brampton.ca 
Subject: Requesting speed bumps 

 Hi there, I live at 5 twin pines cres in Brampton. I live one block over from a 4 way stop sign at van Kirk 
drive and van Scott drive / potters wheel gate. Other than these stop signs there are no other stop signs 
going up van Scott headed towards twin pines cres. People use this stretch as a racing track. There is a 
park at van Scott drive near tin smith street ( van Scott parkette)  there are no stop signs to cross from 
tin smith to van Scott to access the park ( please see pictures I have attached) and the number of times 
my children ( ages 1,2 and 7) have almost been hit by the speeding cars on van Scott drive while trying 
to head to the park.    
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Also just to add- our neighbours at 103 van Scott drive have had numerous cars on their front lawn from 
people running stop signs. I personally see cars running the 4 way stop signs at van Scott/ potters wheel 
gate and van Kirk daily. In fact if I come to a complete stop here I usually get aggressively honked 
at.  Stop signs and speed bumps are much needed in our area. My family has even been considering 
moving and I know our neighbours at 103 van Scott are also looking into moving as well. Our 
neighbourhood has changed and I know our area is in desperate need of help for people to slow down 
before someone is killed.  
There are school buses that stop along van Scott drive at twin pines cres and vehicles just pass the bus. 
There are no rules here. I noticed some of Brampton areas now have speed cameras and speed bumps 
and I’m asking for this area to please be considered for the same. 
  
Thank you, 
  
Ashley Medeiros at 5 twin pines cres Brampton L7A 1M5 
  
  
Sent from my iPhone 
Please review the City of Brampton e-mail disclaimer statement at: 
http://www.brampton.ca/EN/Online-Services/Pages/Privacy-Statement.aspx  
Please review the City of Brampton e-mail disclaimer statement at: 
http://www.brampton.ca/EN/Online-Services/Pages/Privacy-Statement.aspx  
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